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Wearable tech has become increasingly popular with elite level sports organizations. The
limiting factor to the value of the wearables is the use cases for the data they provide. This study
introduces a technique to be used in tandem with this data to better inform training decisions. Kmeans clustering was used to group athletes from two seasons worth of data from an NCAA
Division 1 American Football team. This data provided average game demands of each studentathlete, which was then used to create training groups. The resultant groupings showed results
that were similar to traditional groupings used for training in American football, thus validating
the results, while also offering insights on individuals that may need to consider training in a
non-traditional group. In conclusion, this technique can be brought to athletic training and be
useful in any organization that is dealing with training multitudes of athletes.
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CHAPTER I
USING K-MEANS CLUSTERING TO CREATE TRAINING GROUPS FOR ELITE
FOOTBALL STUDENT-AHTLETES ON THE BASIS OF GAME DEMANDS
1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
The original three groupings and evidence of change in American Football
Example In 1997, Pincivero and Bompa published, “A Physiological Review of

American Football,” where they recognize that, “A basic understanding of the physiological
systems utilized in the sport of football is necessary in order to develop optimal training
programmes geared specifically for preparation as well as the requirements of individual field
positions.” They continue to say that recognizing position specific demands will aid in optimal
training, further identifying the groups into three categories: Linemen, ‘backs and receivers, and
linebackers. Pincivero and Bompa beautifully lay out the differences in size, body composition,
strength, speed, and endurance as well as demands specific to their role during the game [1].
These classifications are similar to the training groups that are observed in collegiate football
strength and conditioning circles today, often being referred to as “bigs, skills, and big-skills”
[2]. The aforementioned report by Pincivero and Bompa was written in 1997. In the 1997 draft
the top 5 fastest 40-yard dash times for defensive lineman were Bert Berry (4.64 s), Jason Taylor
(4.67 s), Kenny Holmes (4.71 s), Peter Boulware (4.76 s), and Terry Day (4.77 seconds).
Comparatively, in the most recent draft the top 5 fastest 40 yard dash times for defensive
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linemen were Montez Sweat (4.45 seconds), Justin Hollins (4.50 s), Brian Burns (4.53 s), Rashan
Gary (4.58 s), and Chase Winovich (4.59 s) [3] as shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1

Comparing Defensive Linemen 40-Yard Dash Times from 1997 and 2019

Year Name
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
1997
1997
1997
1997
1997

Sweat
Hollins
Burns
Gary
Winovich
Berry
Taylor
Holmes
Boulware
Day

40 Yd Time
(s)

Height (in.)

Weight (lbs.) School

4.45
4.50
4.53
4.58
4.59
4.64
4.67
4.71
4.76
4.77

78
77
77
76
75
74.6
78
75.6
76.1
76.4

260
248
249
277
256
243
243
264
254
266

Mississippi St.
Oregon
Florida St.
Michigan
Michigan
Notre Dame
Akron
Miami
Florida St.
Mississippi St.

This table compares the top five 40 yard dash times from Defensive linemen in 1997 and 2019
(sorted from fast to slow) [3] and is described further on pages 1 and 2.
This is a small example of how the game has changed in the past two decades. Players’
body types, abilities, and skill sets have evolved, and the game has evolved with them. The triple
option has been overtaken by spread offenses in collegiate football [4]; The changes in play style
across all of American football can further be seen in the shift of personnel on the field. Brent
Rollins, an employee of a trusted football statistics tracking company ProFootballFocus.com
(PFF.com), wrote on the stats behind the evolution of National Football League (NFL) offenses’
personnel. PFF.com is a website that provides an in-depth, thorough analysis of all NFL and
National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) Division 1 Football. From 2008 to 2017 the
percentage of plays that used 11 personnel in the NFL increased from 34% to 58% [5]. A more
in depth break down can be seen in Figure 1. Personnel in American Football is representative of
the number of running backs, tight ends, and wide receivers that are lined up on an individual
2

play. The first number represents the number of running backs, the second number represents the
number of tight ends, and the total of the two numbers can be subtracted from 5 to find out how
many wide receivers were on the field. Personnel groupings can be representative and even
predictive as to what type of play a team is about to run [6]. In the case of 11 personnel, these
personnel include the most wide receivers, which has implications that the offensive style relies
on utilizing all of the space on the field as well as the speed of the receivers. Conversely, 21 and
22 personnel with multiple running backs in the backfield and be indicative of a less spread out
style of offense that can rely of strength rather that space and speed [7]. Figure 1.1 displays how
this style of play has greatly increased in football over the last ten years. This is not a paper on
the strategy of football, but these examples, while not all encompassing, do provide evidence that
the athlete and the style of game has evolved over the years.
The changes to American Football and the evolution of elite athletes have created new
positions and thus created similar evolutions in the game demands relative to individual roles.
This begs the question, what is the best way to group individuals in order to personalize training
based on what the individual will be required to do in game situations, while also keeping group
numbers low, because strength and conditioning coaches cannot personally train each athlete
according to his specific demands. While individualized training regimens for every player may
prove the most beneficial to the player, there is not enough time or manpower to accomplish this.
The groups that have traditionally been used, “bigs, skills, and big-skills,” were formed from
physiological demands that were inferred based from observation of game tasks performed [1].

3

Figure 1.1

NFL Personnel Usage from 2008 to 2017

Data from PFF on personnel usage from 2008 to 2017[5], 11 personnel which implies a more
spread out style of offense has been increasingly commonplace. This is further discussed on page
3.
1.1.2

Wearable tech in football allows for objective observation data that quantifies
actions
Using the “bigs, skills, and big-skills” groupings for individualized training for a football

organization is valid and is still used today, but due to the uptick in wearable sports tech
availability in elite-level athletics [8], there is now objective data that can provide insight to
actual game demands of elite-level athletes on the field. This data, when combined with careful
analysis and professional physiological knowledge, can be used to supplement decision making
within the realms of athletic training [9]. Teams can spend millions of dollars on wearable
technology, attempting to mitigate injuries [10]. The National Athletic Trainers’ Association
expects that 50% of pediatric overuse injuries are preventable, and the current perception is that
wearable data can be used along with physiological expertise to prevent overuse, non-contact
4

injuries [11]. The availability of wearables is somewhat recent [8]. In 2013, Hynes et al.
observed that there was little access to technologies that we now know as wearables, but he
predicted that there would be an influx in the coming years [12]. Since this time the demand of
wearables has increased and with it, so has the discovered avenues for use [13]–[15]. The
relative novelty of wearables still leaves the industry in a world of untapped potential regarding
innovative functions for the data that wearables provide.
An NCAA division 1 football program, which will from now on be referred to as
“Team_X,” used wearables during the 2018 and 2019 collegiate football seasons that tracked
numerous variables including; max velocity, inertial movement analysis (IMA), PlayerLoad,
distance ran 5 to 8 mph, distance ran 8 to 12 mph, distance ran 12 to 16 mph, distance ran 16 to
25 mph, and total miles ran for every game and practice. IMA is a count of intense movements
that occur throughout each activity. They are measured with a combination of an accelerometer
and a gyroscope [16]. Catapult Sports explains PlayerLoad as follows, “PlayerLoad is the sum of
the accelerations across all axes of the internal tri-axial accelerometer during movement. It takes
into account instantaneous rate of change of acceleration and divides it by a scaling factor[17].”
Simply put, PlayerLoad is a measure of total external work done by a player during any activity.
These measurements can quantify, objectively, a portion of the physical game demands
experienced during any activity. These are not all-encompassing measurements when building a
complete physiological profile of an athlete’s actions during a football game. The wearables did
not have the ability to capture every physiological metric, but these measurements are the ones
that were used by Team_X’s strength and conditioning team when reporting on player
performance. With an option for objective observations relating to performance demands in elitelevel, game situations, the observation data can be grouped. Using a clustering technique along
5

and the objective physiological metrics along with provided context and analysis from strength
and conditioning professionals will create informed training groups that will best maximize the
strength coaches time and the athlete’s training. Additionally, the clusters could shed light on
what game demands look like for positions that might not always fit in the same group such as
linebackers. One way to group the data is by using a clustering technique.
1.1.3

K-means clustering technique and its use in industry
K-means clustering is a clustering technique that is used to find an optimal number of

centers (K) that relate to the data set in such a way that the distance between the centers and the
data points is minimized [18]. Thus, providing groups based on any number of variables where
objects in the same group are as similar as possible and objects of different groups are dissimilar
as possible. Other clustering methods exist, such as density-based clustering and hierarchical
clustering, but K-means clustering was ultimately chosen for this data set due to the need to
evaluate the every single “point” in the data set, as opposed to only considering points or clusters
nearby [19]. Density-based clustering does not consider all points in the dataset when creating its
clusters like the k-means approach [19]. Density-based clustering considers data points that are
in close proximity to each other while considering every other point as noise [20]. For this
project every individual was to be placed in a group accounting for the similarities to every other
subject in the dataset. Therefore, K-means was decided to be more useful than density-based
clustering in this project. Hierarchical creates clusters hierarchically by making small clusters
and then associating those smaller clusters with other clusters in order to get the desired number
of clusters [21]. However, similar to the downfall of density-based clustering, no information
about other points is considered [19]. K-means clustering requires the distance between every
point in the dataset in order to compare the relativity of each point. According to Shirkhorshidi et
6

al. there are three distance measuring techniques that apply specifically to K-means clustering:
Euclidean, Average Distance, and Manhattan [22]. This study will use Euclidean distance
measurements along with scaling all variables so as not to allow the “largest scaled variable” to
dominate the others. Euclidean and Manhattan distances are the most commonly used [22], and
the Average Distance technique would minimize the effect of outliers, which was not a goal of
this project. Additionally, Singh et. Al, which compared the use of Euclidean and Manhattan
distances when perform the K-means technique, concluded, “the K-means, which is implemented
using Euclidean distance metric gives the best result […]” [23]. The Euclidean distance was used
for this study for its ease of calculation and seemingly more common use in K-means clustering
[22].
K-means clustering is commonly used to empirically-derive groups in many industry
environments. Mark John Somers, for example, used K-means clustering to provide, title, and
analyze commitment profiles of hospital nurses [24]. Commitment profiles can aid in analysis of
influence variables and how they correlate to employee withdrawal. Meyer also uses K-means
clustering to create employee commitment profiles [25]. Another article pertaining to nurses
used K-means clustering to determine types of “shock” events and how they affected employee
turnover [26]. In yet another study done on work place culture, Notelaers explored bullying in
the workplace and determined, when using the Negative Acts Questionnaire data, six classes
emerged: ‘‘not bullied,’’ ‘‘limited work criticism,’’ ‘‘limited negative encounters,’’ ‘‘sometimes
bullied,’’ ‘‘work related bullied,’’ and ‘‘victims.’’ [27]. Notelaers discusses that these classes
could help tailor employee or workplace specific intervention programs against bullying. In a
fantastic study that utilized clustering in an industrial setting, 286 white-collar workers filled in
Little’s Personal Project Analysis and burnout inventory, a work ability index, Beck’s
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Depression and Diener’s Satisfaction with life scales. Analyses provided evidence for four
groupings, work-, self-, hobby-, and health-orientations. The study was repeated with 186 IT
workers and maintained the same results [28]. This knowledge can aid in the identification for
risk factors when considering well-being at work as well as life-satisfaction. In a somewhat
similar study, Luyckx used clustering to provide 5 identity clusters for workers aged 21-40 years,
and examined the relation between each of the identity clusters with burnout and work
engagement [29]. Kasliwal et al. discusses using k-means clustering to group employees into 5
groups ranging from good to worst based off of an Android app that workers would have on their
phone that tracks SMS history, calls, location, and web browsing [30] The various literature
surrounding K-means clustering as an analysis tool to be used in an industrial setting, is easily
found [24]–[33] (Table 1.2) and seems to verify its use as an increasingly common technique
used in order to combine a strong sense of efficient and individualistic-based, high-functioning
solutions to employee related issues. This relates perfectly to the need for low group numbers
(efficiency) and specificity needed when designing workout programs for elite level studentathletes playing American football.
Table 1.2

K-means Clustering Use in Industry From Literature

Subject Matter
Employee
Commitment/Turnover

Title (year)
Author(s)
M.J. Somers
The combined influence of
affective, continuance and
normative commitment on
employee withdrawal (2009)
Employee commitment in
J. P. Meyer, L. J. Stanley, and
context: The nature and
N. M. Parfyonova
implication of commitment
profiles (2012)
The table displays the sources of studies where K-means clustering was used in an industrial
setting [24]–[33]. The professional uses are further discussed on pages 7 and 8.
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Table 1.2 (continued)
Subject Matter
Employee
Commitment/Turnover
Employee Well-being

Title (year)
Author(s)
The Role of Shocks in
K. Morrell, J. Loan-Clarke,
Employee Turnover (2004)
and A. Wilkinson
Measuring exposure to
G. Notelaers, S. Einarsen, H.
bullying at work: The validity De Witte, and J. K. Vermunt
and advantages of the latent
class cluster approach (2006)
Employees’ motivational
K. Salmela‐Aro and J. Nurmi
orientation and well‐being at
work (2004)
Identity statuses in young
K. Luyckx, B. Duriez, T. A.
adult employees: Prospective Klimstra, and H. De Witte
relations with work
engagement and burnout
(2010)
A cluster analysis
S. Aziz and M. J. Zickar
investigation of workaholism
as a syndrome (2006)
Patient Clusters in Acute,
W. S. Shaw, G. Pransky, W.
Work-Related Back Pain
Patterson, S. J. Linton, and T.
Based on Patterns of
Winters
Disability Risk Factors (2007)
Employee Performance
Employee Tracking and
S. Kasliwal, S. Kotkar, and H.
Tracking
Monitoring System Using
D. Gadade
Android (2016)
Employee’s Performance
A. Sarker, S. M. Shamim, S.
Analysis and Prediction Using Sama, and M. M. Rahman
K-means Clustering &
Decision Tree Algorithm
(2018)
The table displays the sources of studies where K-means clustering was used in an industrial
setting [24]–[33]. The professional uses are further discussed on pages 7 and 8.
1.1.4

Linking the “Industrial Athlete” and the traditional, competitive athlete
Additionally, there are resemblances between the traditional sports athlete and the

“Industrial Athlete,” a term seen in literature produced by academia [34], [35] and industry [36],
[37]. Sports require repetitive athletic movements by the athlete. Therefore, a lot of injuries that
9

happen in sports take place due to a build-up of chronic stress on tendons, ligaments, and joints
[38]. Likewise, workers/laborers perform many repetitive movements in industry, which
frequently leads to similar types of overuse injuries that an athlete will suffer. When injured,
athletes and laborers necessitate an evaluation to decide when he/she was physically able to
return to play/work. Three main factors that are involved in this decision making process are
swiftness of return, safety of the player/laborer, and quality of the player/laborer’s
performance[39], [40]. The parallels between athletes and laborers are present and have become
recognized by referring to laborers as “Industrial Athletes.” By observing manual workers as
“Industrial Athletes” and treating them similarly to competitive athletes, performing tasks to
limit injury risk exposure and speed up returns to work, businesses could save money by limiting
costly lost work days [41]. Therefore, while the data used in this study applies to traditional,
competitive athletes, there is potential application of the technique and circumstance for the
modern, “Industrial Athletes” as well.
1.1.5

Using k-means clustering to group competitive athlete’s for training purposes

Combining the Team_X’s Catapult tracking data from individuals’ games and the K-means
clustering technique could provide valuable insights on training groupings that are more relevant
to the current state of collegiate football. The technique is the most important part of this study.
The protocol of this study could be used for any football team in order to take into consideration
the unique playing style of individual teams. As discussed earlier, playstyle in American football
dictates athlete demands, therefore demands will be unique for each team. The results will create
insights specific to the individuals whose data were collected. Further, context matters! The data
that will be included in this study is laid out clearly so that the results can be understood within
the context that they were collected. As stated previously, the measurements being used are not
10

all-encompassing when building a complete physiological profile of an athlete’s actions during a
football game. The nature of American football introduces so many variables that it seems nearly
impossible to account for all of them. The Gatorade Sports Science Institute published an indepth article outlining the demands of football, and in it are some of the same contextual
variables that are mentioned here plus many more. They included team play style, playing
surface, temperature, positional differences, physical capabilities, quality of the opponent,
technical qualities, etc. [42]. A complete set of data for every game and practice that would cover
all these contextual factors would prove too time consuming and costly for any team. This is why
expertise from experienced football strength and conditioning personnel is needed to supplement
the data that the physiological metrics are able to provide. While wearable data can provide
absolute measurements for specific variables, careful thought is needed when deciding what
understandings that the data actually provides. The insights gleaned from this technique will not
be strong enough to base decisions on alone, but they can be used to influence decisions around
programming for strength and conditioning teams.
The purpose of this study is to lay out a method that can help inform decisions when
individualizing training for large groups of athletes that may have varying game/job demands.
This will benefit athletes and training practitioners as the resultant groups will aid in
identification of the athletes needs based on their “in-game” physical demands. Trainers can have
more evidence and, therefore, more confidence in the ways in which they individualize their
athletes’ training, while still accounting for the fact that there is sometimes a disproportionate
amount of athletic/strength training professionals to athletes, which necessitates the use of
training groups. Athletes will receive training that is more beneficial to them. To apply the
technique, strength and conditioning coaches can evaluate the outputted clusters and, using their
11

expertise, consider how many training groups (k-means clusters) draw the clearest demand
clusters, as well as take into consideration how many groups is feasible for the training team to
handle. Additionally, players that might seem to be “between groups” before, i.e. an athlete that
could have trained with the “bigs” or the “big-skills”, will now have a mathematically suggested
group based purely upon the game demands represented by the variables that were chosen from
the wearable tech
1.2
1.2.1

Methods
Participants

This historical data was collected by the researcher during the 2018 and 2019 Team_X football
seasons. There are 89 non-quarterback athletes that have data collected during a game. These
athletes were all male due to the fact that there are only male athletes on the football team. Their
heights ranged from approximately 68 inches to 81 inches, and their weights ranged from
approximately 180 to 340 lbs. Additionally, at least three athletes of every position on the field
have been included, defensive backs (DB), linebackers (LB), defensive linemen (DL), Wide
Receivers (WR), Running backs (RB), Tight Ends (TE), and offensive linemen (OL).
When initially exploring the data, inclusion criteria clearly needs to be added to get
optimal results. Players that have low distances, loads, or IMA’s just because they did not
participate in as many snaps, or singular plays, as their teammates, do not need to be considered.
Their group would not be relevant to the training classifications, because positions need to be
trained for full game demands as opposed to partial. All players will not participate in a
substantial amount of snaps, but all players must be prepared for the possibility of participating
in a substantial amount of snaps. Through a paid prescription to PFF.com, one can extract the
snap counts of every player for every game. From speaking with collegiate strength and
12

conditioning coaches, a minimum of 25 snaps in a game should be required for a player’s game
data to count towards the “game demands.” Additionally, only games that are against similar
“elite” level talent should be considered. Team_X is a “Power 5” school. In order to exclude
games where athletes have a higher likelihood of competing against oppositions that are of
notably lesser ability than themselves, only games that were played against other “Power 5”
schools will be included in the data. “Power 5” refers to the NCAA schools from the traditional
power five conferences, Southeastern, Atlantic Coast, Big Ten, Big 12, and Pac-10 [43]. These
schools traditionally make up a majority of the competitively elite teams in college football.
Finally, quarterbacks will not be included in the analysis. Because of the researcher’s knowledge
and experience with the Catapult data and a discussion with strength and conditioning coaches,
the quarterback’s unique position will certainly be an outlier and hamper the classification
process. Research dealing with athlete classification using tracking tech is novel therefore there
is no precedent for which variables to include. Leaning on discussions with a high level strength
and conditioning staff, the researcher’s experience collecting and analyzing the data, as wells as
considering the limitations of what variables that are provided by the wearables, the variables
being used in the study will be Max Velocity, IMA, PlayerLoad (TPL), distance ran 5 to 8 mph,
distance ran 8 to 12 mph, distance ran 12 to 16 mph, distance ran 16 to 25 mph, and total miles
ran from the catapult and number of snaps from PFF.
1.2.2

Instrumentation
Catapult Sports OPTIMEYE S5 TM outdoor units were used to capture data. Each athlete

would wear the device connected to his shoulder pads, placed between the shoulder blades, per
Catapult Sports recommendation. PFF was used to supplement data by providing snap counts for
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each player. RStudio was used to perform data cleaning, assess the K-means clustering
technique, create the visualizations.
1.2.3

Data collection/ preparation
The data was uploaded to the Catapult OpenField Cloud TM after every activity. In the

OpenField Cloud account, the reporting feature was used to extract the variables needed in a
table format. From the report builder, a table was created for the purpose of exporting to .csv file.
The rows were chosen to be grouped by athlete and activity while the parameters chosen were
position name, activity name, max velocity, IMA, PlayerLoad, distance ran 5 to 8 mph, distance
ran 8 to 12 mph, distance ran 12 to 16 mph, distance ran 16 to 25 mph, and total distance. The
table was then exported to a .csv format and opened in excel. Each row that only served to
identify the activity was deleted an additional parameter was added to every row as a column
named “season,” which either contained the value 2018 or 2019, in order to identify which,
season each game belonged to. Following this process, the .csv file was saved. The only data
missing at this time was the PFF snap count data. The PFF data had to be exported to individual
files per game. The rows were tagged with player name and Activity ID’s that matched the
previously mentioned .csv file. The files were aggregated to one “Snap Count” file that contained
the player’s name, the number of snaps that the player participated in, and the activity ID. A
relationship was built between the two sheets, linking on player name and activity ID, which in
turn provided the ability to add the column that identified “Snaps” for every row on the initial
table. This was done at the end of each season, and then the data was appended to the same file.
Players names were easily replaced with playerID’s, which included the position name and a
random number, in a column named “PlayerID” for deidentification purposes using the find and
replace feature of Excel. This could not work for the key identifier because multiple players
14

played more than both the 2018 and the 2019 season. Therefore, when the data was imported to
the RStudio workspace the key identifier was created by combining the PlayerID and Season
columns using the following code:
df <- read_csv("#FileName#.csv")
df$PlayerID_season <- df$PlayerID & “_” & df$season
The researcher wants one value per season per category. The key being “PlayerID_season,”
where playerID is the player’s identification code and season being either 2018 or 2019. Each
data point will be an average of each individual category through every game in which the player
met the inclusion criteria in each respective season. For example, each row will have an average
PlayerLoad, Max Velocity, IMA, distance ran 5 to 8 mph, distance ran 8 to 12 mph, distance ran
12 to 16 mph, distance ran 16 to 25 mph, total miles, and snap count. Therefore, if there was 30
players with data in each season there would be a total of 60 rows with 9 columns, each cell
being equivalent to a season’s average of games where the player met the inclusion criteria. The
inclusion criteria and data preparation discussed will be carried out in R using filter(),
group_by(), and mean() functions in the code that follows:
df <- na.omit(df)
df <- filter(df, Snaps > 25, PositionName != QB)
df <- select(df, PlayerID_Season, MaxVel, IMA, PlayerLoad, `5to8mph`, `8to12mph`,
`12to16mph`, `16to25mph`, Tot_Distance, Snaps) %>% group_by(PlayerID_Season)
%>%
summarise(MaxVel = mean(MaxVel),
IMA = mean(IMA),
TPL = mean(TPL),
`5to8mph` = mean(`5to8mph`),
`8to12mph` = mean(`8to12mph`),
`12to16mph` = mean(`12to16mph`),
`16to25mph` = mean(`16to25mph`),
Tot_Distance = mean(Tot_Distance),
Snaps = mean(Snaps))
df <- data.frame(df, row.names = "PlayerID_Season")
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Following the data cleaning there is an easy way to visualize the distance between each subject.
First the data must be scaled using the scale() function.
df <- scale(df)
distance <- get_dist(df)
fviz_dist(distance, gradient = list(low = "#00AFBB", mid = "white", high = "#FC4E07"))
The distance between each subject is then acquired using the get_dist() function. The code
following that uses the fviz_dist() function to output a distance matrix that utilizes a color scale
to compare how close or far away players are from one another.
1.2.4

K-means Cllustering
The K-means clustering technique will be carried out using R in RStudio using libraries,

“tidyverse”, “factoextra”, and “cluster”. The code blocks being used will be as followed (df is the
final data frame):
k2 <- kmeans(df, centers = 2, nstart = 25)
k3 <- kmeans(df, centers = 3, nstart = 25)
k4 <- kmeans(df, centers = 4, nstart = 25)
k5 <- kmeans(df, centers = 5, nstart = 25)
k6 <- kmeans(df, centers = 6, nstart = 25)
k7 <- kmeans(df, centers = 7, nstart = 25)
The kmeans() function will group the data (df) into x amount of ceners (centers = x). The
nstart option that attempts multiple initial configurations and reports the best one (nstart =
“number of initial configurations”), 25 is a recommended approach. This will output clusters,
centers, totss, withinss, tot.withinss, betweenss, size, iter, and ifault. The packages built-in help
page defines these items as seen in Table 3.
The next step will be visualization for added exploratory analysis. Visualizing data sets
with more than two variables is hard to do in a 2d space. In order to aid in exploratory analysis
and the relay of information, something that is of utmost importance in the world of elite
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athletics, principal component analysis (PCA) allows one to plot data points according to the first
two principal components that explain the majority of the variance.
Table 1.3

The kmeans() function output and definitions

cluster

A vector of integers (from1:k) indicating the cluster to which each point is allocated.

centers

A matrix of cluster centers.

totss

The total sum of squares.

withinss

Vector of within-cluster sum of squares, one component per cluster.

tot.withinss

Total within-cluster sum of squares, i.e. sum(withinss).

betweenss

The between-cluster sum of squares, i.e. totss-tot.withinss.

size

The number of points in each cluster.

iter

The number of (outer) iterations.

ifault

integer: indicator of a possible algorithm problem – for experts

This table displays the resultant metrics provided when using the kmeans() function in the code
provided on page 16 and gives a brief description of what each one means.
Luckily, there is a fviz_cluster() function that will plot the clusters neatly for any number of
centers that were previously created. The code block for that is as follows:
# plots to compare
p1 <- fviz_cluster(k2, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 2”)
p2 <- fviz_cluster(k3, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 3”)
p3 <- fviz_cluster(k4, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 4”)
p4 <- fviz_cluster(k5, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 5”)
p5 <- fviz_cluster(k6, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 6”)
p6 <- fviz_cluster(k7, geom = “point”, data = df) + ggtitle(“k = 7”)
library(gridExtra)
grid.arrange(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, nrow = 2)
Finally, the optimal number of clusters needs to be determined. All groupings are important,
because, as stated previously, this is a supplemental factor to decision making for athletic trainers
or strength and conditioning coaches. In this study, the groupings will be presented from k=2 to
k=7, meaning using 2 centers to using 7 centers, and the ones that closely resemble the
traditional groupings will be examined. The last step of the process, that will not be included in
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this study because of the need for deidentification of the data, would be to review each of the
groupings with the training professional in order to come to a final conclusion on the training
group configurations.
1.3

Results
The results will be outputted in three subsections: one for each individual season when

the data was collected and then one with both seasons data combined. This will provide the most
complete measurement of the use cases and validity of the tool. The assumption was made that
the system or offensive playstyle did not change at the particular division 1 program (head coach
was kept in place) that the data was recorded from, but because of the nature of collegiate
football (only being allowed 4 years of eligibility) there is a high turnover rate amongst student
athlete personnel. This is important because as an offensive system changes or personnel within
the system changes, the game demands change as well. This makes the two years comparable,
but also there is validity to analyzing them separately in order to account for differences in roles
based on system or individuals.
1.3.1

Results from season 1
Season 1 contained 30 student athletes with game data meeting the inclusion criteria.

Figure 1.2 represents the Euclidean distances between every subject. The diagonal line of deeper
blue boxes represents the participant being compared to himself (a difference of nothing). The
red areas show that the most different groups are the DB and WR individuals as compared to the
OL individuals, this makes sense as they have clearly different roles during a game. OLs are
typically the largest individuals on the field and have requirements that are very strength-based
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that include a lot of close quarter combat without a lot of movement. Conversely, WRs have
demands that are based in agility, speed, and running long distances.

Figure 1.2

Season 1 Similarity Matrix

Similarity matrix: a deeper red box indicates that the participants are very dissimilar whereas a
deep blue box indicates they are the same. The implications are discussed on page 18.
Figure 1.3 represents an example of how the groupings would look when using 3 centers,
which is the traditional way of grouping athletes for training. Figure 1.4 displays the different
groupings and how inclusive they are depending on the number of centers. The scatter points are
located in the same position on the graphs in Figure 1.4 as they are on Figure 1.3. Therefore, for
reference, compare the two Figures to determine which groups contain which positions. As
stated in the methods section, the visuals were created by PCA. The dimensions used in the PCA
are titled in the X and Y axes of each plot. Dim1 accounts for as much of the variability in the
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dataset as possible (in season 1’s case Dim1 accounts for 61.6% of the variance of the dataset).
Dim2 has the highest variability possible while being orthogonal to Dim2.

Figure 1.3

Season 1 Cluster Analysis

This chart displays the resultant groupings using three centers from season 1 as discussed on
page 19 and 21.
Table 1.4

Position Group Representation for Three Clusters in Season 1

Cluster
WR
DB
RB
TE
DL
OL
LB
2 (left)
4
4
0
0
0
0
1
3 (center) 1
3
2
2
4
0
1
1 (right)
0
0
0
0
1
6
1
This table displays the position group representation in clustering for 3 centers from season 1 as
graphically shown in Figure 1.3 on page 20 as well as discussed on page 19 and 21.
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Figure 1.3 represents a cluster consisting of 4 DBs, 4 WRs, and 1 LB; a second cluster
consisting of 4 DLs, 3 DBs, 2 RBs, 2 TEs, 1 WR, and 1 LB; and a third cluster consisting of 7
OLs, 1 DL, and 1 LB. Seen in Table format in Table 1.4. Figure 1.5 represents how the
parameters effect the two dimensions shown on the plot. Figure 1.5 shows that Dim1 is
represented by variables that are influenced by distance and speed (max velocity and distance in
speed zones). Maximum velocity and distance ran between 5 and 8 miles per hour is hidden
under distance ran between 12 and 16 miles per hour with the vectors going in the negative x
direction Whereas Dim2 is represented by IMA and the number of snaps taken during a game.

Figure 1.4

Cluster Analysis with Centers 2-7 (Season 1)

This figure displays the groupings based on the numbers of clusters that were assessed from
season 1. The data can be plotted in a two-dimensional space because of principal component
analysis. K=3’s results were closest to the traditional groupings and were therefore discussed on
page 19.
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Figure 1.5

PCA Graphical Representation of Season 1

PCA of distance ran in speed zones and total distance are represented positively to the left in the
x direction and total snaps participated in and IMA's are represented positively in the downward
y direction. Maximum velocity is hidden in the x direction. Figure 1.5 was discussed on page 21.
1.3.2

Results from season 2
Season 2 contained 36 student athletes with game data meeting the inclusion criteria. The

similarity matrix represented in Figure 1.6 again shows linemen being similar and DBs and WRs
being similar, but linemen being the most different from DBs and WRs. When using the
traditional grouping method of three clusters for the dataset from season 2, the groups came out
slightly different in form than in season 1. Figure 1.7 represents a group consisting of 3 DBs, 1
WR, and 1 LB (rightmost group in Figure 1.7); a second group consisting of 5 DBs, 5 WRs, 2
TEs, and 2 LBs (center); and a third group consisting of 8 OLs, 6 DLs, 2 RBs, and 1 LB
(leftmost). Seen in table format in Table 1.5.
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Figure 1.6

Similarity Matrix for Season 2

Like season 1’s similarity matrix, the largest differentiation can be seen offensive linemen and
defensive backs/ wide receivers, as discussed on page 22.
Table 1.5

Position Group Representations for Three Clusters in Season 2

Cluster
WR
DB
RB
TE
DL
OL
LB
3 (right)
1
3
0
0
0
0
1
2 (center) 5
5
0
2
0
0
2
1 (left)
0
0
2
0
7
7
1
This table displays representation of position groups in each of the clusters (k=3) from season 2.
This table is a formal representation of Figure 1.7.
These clusters differentiate themselves from the first season, but mostly because of the
uniqueness of the 3 DBs in the most positive position (upper right corner) of Figure 1.7. Using
four centers with season 2 provides more similar groups to season 1 while also providing another
group for the unique student athletes. These results can be seen in Figure 1.8 and Table 1.6.
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Figure 1.7

Season 2 Cluster Analysis (k=3)

This figure shows grouping using three centers from season 2 and is not as close to the
traditional grouping as was hoped the reason is discussed more in section 1.4.2.
Table 1.6

Position Group Representations for Four Clusters in Season 2

Cluster
WR
DB
RB
TE
DL
OL
LB
4 (upper right) 0
3
0
0
0
0
1
1 (lower right) 5
5
0
0
0
0
0
2 (center)
1
0
2
2
6
0
3
3 (left)
0
0
0
0
1
7
0
This table displays the representation of position groups in each of the clusters (k=4) form season
2. This table is discussed on pages 23 and 24 and in section 1.4.2.
Table 1.6 displays four groups, including a group that encompasses 3 DBs and a LB; a
group that contains 5 WRs and 5 DBs; a group that contains 1 WR, both RBs, both Ts, all DLs,
and 3 LBs; and there is a group with exclusively all the offensive linemen.
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Figure 1.8

Season 2 Cluster Analysis (k=4)

This figure displays groupings using 4 clusters from season 2. These clusters account for the high
work load individuals and align well with the traditional groupings as discussed in section 1.4.2.
Figure 1.9 represents different numbers of centers (2 through 7). The scatter points are
the same as the labeled points in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8. Therefore, comparing Figure 1.7 or
Figure 1.8 to Figure 1.9 will give a good idea of how the groups change as the number of centers
chosen increases. Figure 1.10 provides a graphical representation of the PCA analysis used to
visualize these groupings. Similarly to the season 1 analysis, most of the variance in the dataset
can be explained by the x axis which is influenced heavily by variables that are related to speed
and distance (distance in speed zones and maximum velocity); whereas dim2 is more heavily
influenced by snaps participated in and IMAs. The difference being that the positive and
negative directions have flipped.
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Figure 1.9

Cluster Analysis with Centers 2-7 (Season 2)

These graphs display groupings based on the numbers of clusters that were assessed from season
2. These portrayals are particularly helpful for comparing groups. This particular figure is
discussed on page 25.
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Figure 1.10

PCA Graphical Representation of Season 2

PCA Distance ran in speed zones is represented positively to the right in the x direction and total
snaps participated in and IMA’s are represented positively in the upward y direction. Maximum
velocity is hidden in the x direction. The PCA analysis of season 2 is mentioned on page 25 and
26.
1.3.3

Seasons 1 & 2 results
The visualizations become more crowded when considering all 66 student athletes that

met the inclusion criteria, the similarity matrix Figure 1.11 being a prime example. Figure 1.12
and Figure 1.13 display the clusters while Table 1.7 and Table 1.8 compares the inclusion of
position groups between the two cluster amounts. Using only 3 centers creates a group that
contains every OL, all but 1 DL, half RBs, and over half of LBs. This is clearly the “bigs” group
but deciphering between traditional “skills” and “big-skills” groups is a little bit harder. One can
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assume that because of the DL, TEs, and RBs in group number 3 that this could be the “bigskills” group.

Figure 1.11

Similarity Matrix for Combined Data from Seasons 1 & 2

Page 26 speaks to the similarity matrix for seasons 1 & 2, which contains the same player
identifications as the single season analyses.
Table 1.7

Position Group Representations for 3 Clusters from Seasons 1 & 2

Cluster
WR
DB
RB
TE
DL
OL
LB
1 (right)
1
0
2
2
11
13
4
3 (center)
5
7
0
0
0
0
1
2 (leftmost)
5
8
2
2
1
0
2
This table displays representation position groups in each of the clusters (k=3) from seasons 1 &
2. The orientation to the right of the cluster number and the cluster number itself refers to Figure
1.12.
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Table 1.8

Position Group Representations for 4 Clusters from Seasons 1 & 2

Cluster
WR
DB
RB
TE
DL
OL
LB
2 (right)
1
0
2
2
8
13
4
3 (upmost center) 5
6
0
0
0
0
1
1 (bottom center) 1
3
2
2
4
0
1
4 (left)
4
6
0
0
0
0
1
This table displays representation position groups in each of the clusters (k=3) from seasons 1 &
2. The orientation to the right of the cluster number and the cluster number itself refers to the
k=4 graph in Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.12

Season 1 & 2 Cluster Analysis (k=3)

The figure displays clusters of student-athletes using three clusters from seasons 1 & 2 data. This
figure displays the somewhat chaotic nature of introducing a second seasons worth of data while
using the technique. This is explored further in section 1.4.3. This graph is also meant to be used
as a reference for figure 1.13 in order to see the inclusion of position groups of different numbers
of clusters as discussed on page 27 and page 30.
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The PCA for the seasons 1 & 2 dataset looks different than that of the first two seasons.
Dimensions used to graph the data in Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13 do not explain as much of the
variance as the Figures representing only the first two seasons. PC1 still accounts for over half of
the variance and includes mostly distance and speed related variables as shown by Figure 1.14.

Figure 1.13

Cluster Analysis with Centers 2-7 (Seasons 1 & 2)

Reference to Figure 1.12 can aid in identifying some of the individual’s in the groups. This chart
shows that even when using four clusters or even 5 clusters it is hard to get something that
resembles traditional groups. K=4 was close but has obvious shortcomings as shown in Table 1.8
and discussed in section 1.4.3.
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Figure 1.14

PCA Graphical Representation of Seasons 1 & 2

This figure displays the PCA of the data from seasons 1 & 2 represented graphically. This
displays shows the noticeable shift of some variables which may have affected the differentiation
of players based upon which year they played as discussed in section 1.4.3.
1.4
1.4.1

Discussion
Season 1
The clustering results from season 1 show very encouraging returns. The 3 groups are

very similar to the traditional groupings used today and those presented in the existing literature
[1], [2]. Although, it is not so similar that there is no interesting information presented. There is 1
LB in every group. Without identifying the data this study cannot analyze the playstyle or role
within the defensive system of each of these linebackers, which is not vital in introducing the
technique as valid but would complete the final analysis in the real-world application. In a realworld application, the professionals using the identified data could analyze the student-athletes
and then make decisions on how to train accordingly. If the linebacker’s role in the defense is the
reason for the different groupings, then the linebacker needs to train in a group that more closely
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resembles the training that his game demands require. For example, a linebacker with a higher
capacity for speed and agility may get deployed in a role within the defensive system that
requires high volumes of distance and unimpeded accelerations. Whereas, another linebacker
with more size and a higher capacity for power is more likely to have a role that does not require
running large distances but includes more close quarter combat with opponents. These two
players, although they may share a classification and may even share similar body types, their
game requirements would benefit from different training modalities.
Similarly, in the season 1 data, we see 1 WR and 3 DB in the group that resembles the
traditional “big-skills” group. Again, there is no way of analyzing this specific data because of
the deidentification, but in application, professionals can analyze why these players fall in this
group. The reason could be that the student-athletes are not required to run as fast or as far as the
individuals in the “skills” group. Alternatively, the classifications could mean that the WR or DB
is not capable of running at the speed of the other individuals. This could lead to an intervention
program to develop the player to meet the standard that is required for the positional role
demands of the team’s system.
When examining the graph with 4 clusters from Figure 4 one can see that the groups
remain the same except for what was known as cluster 2 from Figure 3. This cluster had
positions that would be considered “skills” group individuals. This cluster gets broken into two
separate clusters. The cluster in the upper left contains all but one of the WRs, a DB, and a TE.
The other cluster contains 3 DBs, 2 LBs, and a WR. Additionally, the “big-skills” group gets
smaller by the reclassification of the WR and TE that were a part of cluster 3 (middle cluster)
when only 3 centers were used. This suggests that had the strength & conditioning professionals
been interested in using 4 groups to increase individualization in training that the group that
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contained the most within cluster variation is the cluster being compared to the traditional
“skills” training group. The resultant splitting of the “skills” groups naturally separated WRs and
DB and added 2 of 3 LBs to the cluster containing DBs, while one TE was added with the WRs.
The two resultant “skills” clusters were interesting as it suggests that the technique
differentiated “covering,” a job performed by DBs and sometimes LBs, and “route-running,” a
job performed by WRs and sometimes TEs, before it differentiated the demands of RBs and DLs
in the “big-skills” group of k=3 displayed in Figure 3. This differentiation does not emerge until
the dataset is clustered using 6 centers. This leads to the assumption that whatever role the RB
was playing must have involved similar demands to some of the DLs. This assumedly would not
always be the case, but with added context from identification of the data could make a statement
on the playstyle or game demands of the RBs and/or DLs on this team. This, in-turn, could aid
trainers when planning training regimens for these positions. The possibility of these two
position groups being clustered together is not improbable, but it does warrant a closer look. The
playstyle of the individual at these positions undoubtedly has a large effect on how they are
clustered. This brings clarity to the idea of how different playstyles can affect the demands of
positions, which is evidence that this tool could aid in classification of individuals for training
groups, especially at positions that are so diverse, such as DLs, RBs, TEs, and LBs.
1.4.2

Season 2
When clustering into 3 groups for the season 2 data the groups do not fit the traditional

mold as well as the dataset from season 1. The “skills” seem to get differentiated into 2 groups
and then the “bigs” and the “big-skills” are lumped into 1 final group. When observing the
clusters using k=3 in Figure 7, there is a very clear differentiation of the 4 individuals in the
uppermost right-hand corner of the graph from the rest of the individuals. We cannot identify the
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data, but in this case, Figure 10 portrays that individuals in the upper right corner of the graph
were heavily differentiated by TPL, which represented the PlayerLoad, a measure of total
external work done by a player during any activity, of the individual in the dataset. One could
infer that these individuals were differentiated because of the workload demanded by them in a
game as compared to others.
However, when using four clusters, the players with largely positive PlayerLoads get
contained in their own group. Consequentially, the leftover groups become more traditional.
Table 6 displays a “bigs” group (cluster 3), a “big-skills” group (cluster 2), and two “skills”
groups (clusters 4 & 1). Cluster 4 contains “skills” with the highest workloads. This could
represent a need to train the two differentiated “skills” groups uniquely. Once this type of
information is discovered it is up to the organization’s professionals to make decisions. This may
spark the question, “Are these specific individuals being asked to do too much during games?”
Assuming these players need to bear an enhanced workload in order to put the team in the best
position to succeed, these players may need to train in a unique group in order to put them in the
best position to succeed from a conditioning perspective. This points back to the importance of
professionals being involved to add context. This is not a tool to answer all questions, but rather
a technique to better inform decision-making of professionals.
Using 4 centers produces groups that closest resemble the traditional groupings, Table 6
displays that positionally clustered anomalies are fewer than season 1. One LB is not clustered
with the other three in the “big-skills” group. It is important to note that the 1 stand-alone LB
was clustered with the “skills,” in cluster 4, the cluster that contained all the high workload
individuals. Which brings up the same workload questions that were discussed earlier. 1 WR is
not grouped in one of the “skill” groups. Additionally, 1 DL was not clustered with the other 7
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DLs in the “big-skills” group. With the added context of identification and football expertise of
organizational professionals, this information could aid in decision-making processes. The WR
could be a large individual and used in similar ways to a TE. If this individual does not already
train with the “big-skills” group, and usually trains with the other receivers in the “skills” group,
this evaluation may inspire a change in the training group. Even simple clarifications such as
where on the defensive line each of the DL individuals play would aid in answering the question
of why 7 out of 8 of these DLs were grouped with the “big-skills” cluster in Figure 8 (k=4).
When considering season 1 data, the researchers just assumed that the 4 tracking units were on
defensive ends, which, as discussed in the introduction, are faster and have different demands
now than previously, while the 1 DL that got grouped in with the “bigs” was a defensive tackle
and was not required to move as much or as fast as the other 4 DLs. Now that there are 8 total
DLs and still only 1 of them groups as a “bigs,” this assumption seems to become a little less
safe. If some of those DLs are defensive tackles, the following questions could be asked: “Do
these individuals need to be trained differently because their game demands seem to reflect
closer to a big-skill than a big?” “Are their game demands more representative of their extended
abilities or their role that they are being asked to play within this organization’s defense?” “If
those individuals have the capabilities of a defensive end, can we expand their role within our
defensive system to make the team better?” and “Does training these individuals in a different
group with an individualized training program aid them in becoming the players that the
organization now believes that they can become?” Again, this places emphasis on the needed
clarification that this tool needs context and added professional opinion to answer these
questions, but it can be useful in forming questions that may have not been present originally,
thus aiding in the quest for optimal usage of the organizations resources.
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Similar to the season 1 dataset, season 2 provided results that mostly aligned with the
traditional groupings. This time 4 clusters were needed to make the clear connections to the
traditional groups. These similarities between the technique’s clustering and the groupings
offered by Pincivero and Bompa [1] are encouraging because the traditional groupings are
already being used by organizations and being cited by literature. Again, like the season 1
analysis, the k means cluster were not so similar that they offered no interesting information. In
contrast, the technique brought differences to light and helped formed important questions. Thus,
offering value as an additional decision-making tool when forming training groups.
1.4.3

Seasons 1 & 2
Using 2 seasons worth of data together did not bring forth clear representative clusters

that resembled traditional “bigs, big-skills, and skills” groupings like the data of the individual
seasons did. A clear differentiation still exists between the group of WRs and DBs and the group
of OLs and DLs, but the other positions do not seem to split up as uniformly. Using 4 clusters
aids this dilemma by creating groups that can be loosely identified in Table 8 as “bigs” (cluster
2), “big-skills” (cluster 1), and “skills” (clusters 3 and 4). Alas, this identification of groups
leaves room for doubt as WR_6348, RB_9949, RB_5208, TE_8623, and TE_8449 would get put
in the “bigs” group. This does not fit the general mold set forth by the stand-alone analysis of
season 1, season 2, or the pre-existing traditional grouping
Interestingly, every one of the individuals mentioned above (WR_6348, RB_9949,
RB_5208, TE_8623, and TE_8449) as unusually classified comes from the season 2 data set.
Further, All WRs in cluster 4 are from season 1 data set, while all WRs in cluster 1 are from the
season 2 dataset. These are all offensive positions. This seems to present reason to believe that
the seemingly misidentified clusters could be representative of change in an offensive system
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from one year to the next. Meaning the positions remained the same, but the game demands of
the position were altered. Alternatively, the apparent change in data from one season to the next,
particularly from the offensive positions, could be representative of new players. The changes
are most likely an extension of both reasons, new players and altered roles within the offensive
system, but there is no way to know for sure without further added context which would require
identification. Regardless, this seems to suggest that the technique works best for within season
grouping and suggests that new playstyles will significantly alter game demands.
The affect held by which season the data is from seems clear, but the differences between
an RB and an OL seem like they should be enough for the k means technique to differentiate,
even between seasons. However, RB_9949 (from season 2) is grouped with OLs all the way
through k=7 as seen in Figure 13. Additionally, RB_5208 at k=7 is grouped somewhat more
appropriately with DLs, a TE and two LBs, but the group is still compromised of a lot of OLs. In
the single season analyses of seasons 1 and 2, using clusters equal to 3 or greater OLs were
consistently contained within a group that differentiated itself from positions like RB. In
contrast, when combining the seasons together, the group that would easily be classified as
“bigs,” contained positions that traditionally fit into other training groups. This leaves room for
reasonable doubt about the technique, specifically when using data through multiple seasons.
Further detail providing the context of identification could confirm and answer some of these
concerns. A TE could be used mostly for blocking and therefore, his game demands be like that
of an OL. The same could be said for an RB if the player was mostly used for blocking such as a
traditional fullback, but the fact still remains that these same players were grouped more ideally
when looking only at the athletes that participated in season 2. Within the context of sports, the
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technique worked well to assess season by season and between seasons, but due to changes in
payers, there was less value in looking at combined seasons.
1.4.4

Application in training of competitive and Industrial Athletes
The presented technique has application within the competitive sports training realms as

well as the industrial setting. As seen, the single season analyses of seasons 1 and 2, the tool
clustered athletes into groups that were similar to the traditionally accepted groups while also
uncovering some possibly unforeseen insights. In season 1, there was one linebacker in each
group. Organizational professionals could analyze that with further context and make a decision
on how to best individualize these LBs training in order to maximize their abilities to best
perform the role required of them by the team during games. For example, the LB that was
clustered with the “bigs” group may have a role that consists mostly of close quarter physical
contact, while the LB that classified as a “skills” may have a role that demands a high volume of
distance at greater speeds. These two individuals may be labeled as playing the same position
and may even have similar body types, but they ultimately should not have the same training
regimen. Similarly, in season 1, DB_9526, DB_8066, DB_749, and WR_1173 were all grouped
in with the “big-skills” cluster. If these players are training with “skills” players based solely on
their labeled position, the strength & conditioning professionals will now have information that
leads them to question what kind of training these individuals really need. The technique adds
unbiased data to help inform decisions. Like season 1, season 2 offered groups that would mold
well with the traditional groups offered by Pincivero and Bompa [1] but also provided insights
that would help inform training decisions for players in positions that might not always fit
uniformly into one training group. This time 4 clusters were needed because a group of players
with high workload demands, which can work as a red flag for team trainers. This flag will force
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an analysis of how much workload is too much workload. Additionally, if the workload is
deemed reasonable, the team’s professionals will have to decide what steps need to be taken in
order to properly prepare these individuals for their differentiating high workload demands. The
tool has validated itself by providing clusters like traditional groupings and provides value by
essentially raising flags for individuals that may be better served training with a group containing
individuals that have game demands that more closely resemble their own. These flags alert the
professionals in charge of training these athletes, which sparks an investigation on what the next
steps should be according to the combined expertise of the organizational professionals. This will
hopefully improve player performance through more relevant demand-based training, as well as
reduce injury risk by preparing the athletes’ bodies more specifically to handle the reality of the
tasks required of them during the game.
In an industrial setting, provided that the needed variables are available to be used, this
technique could quickly and easily inform the training of specific roles within a variety of
manual labor jobs. Corporations are already beginning to treat industrial athletes more like
competitive athletes in order to reduce employee injuries. Injury risk can be mitigated through
targeted training of the muscle groups involved in a physical task. As stated in the introduction,
the idea of using athletic training professionals to serve industrial athletes has already been
reviewed and the potential benefits to industry have been noted. Again, this situation would
undoubtedly share the high trainees to trainers ratio. The trainers could provide a uniform group
of exercises to all employees to perform but having a knowledge of the differing physiological
demands of the employee roles would help to individualize the training for each industrial
athlete. For example, an employee who lifts a lot of heavy boxes and carries them short distances
has completely different positional demands than an employee that covers larger distances to
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gather small items in order to consolidate them into a single box or bag. These two roles clearly
would benefit from distinctive training programs. In this example, the differences are easily seen,
and the technique is probably not needed, but positional roles are not always so easily
differentiable. This technique could provide clustering suggestions needed to create groups that
would benefit from a unique training program. Thus, providing more relevant training programs
that can help industrial athletes performance as well as mitigate their injury risk, in the same way
that it aids competitive athletes. Organizations could perform this technique every time that the
role of a position changes or whenever a new role is added in order to evaluate how the new
position or positional role relates to the other positions within their company. The resultant
groups can inform the trainer’s decision-making when individualizing training based on job
demands in order to maximize the positive effects of training the industrial athlete.
1.4.5

Limitations and future research
The noted lack of identification was a major limitation of this study. Being able to

associate more specific roles, playstyles, and physical attributes to individuals would have
unlocked a lot more analyses on the clusters that were created. As is, the research was able to
suggest possible reasons for certain clustering results, but nothing could be said for certain.
Additionally, the technique did not perform well when used on the combined seasons dataset as
compared to the single season results. Possible reasons offered for this were a difference in
playstyle or personnel of the team. This could be further examined provided that context was
provided. Additionally, this could be examined by using the technique in a setting where these
variables were controlled from one season to the next. In essence, the personnel would have to be
the same and the playstyle of the players and the team as a whole would have to remain the
same. The variables used in this study could also be considered a limitation. Most of the
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variables involved distances, speed, and general workload. The argument could be made that
these variables did not provide the entire picture of what an athlete’s demands are during a game.
The variables in this study were used because they are what were provided by Team_X.
Additionally, limitations on the parameters that can be used are placed on every organization
based upon what wearables are being used. This does not mean that one cannot get a good
estimation of game demands, but these limitations require the needed context when observing
and making actual decisions based on the data collected by the wearables.
Future research projects can be used to overcome the limitations discussed earlier.
Because the data’s value, in part, comes from the fact that it is real game data it is difficult to
remove context from the data. Therefore, the analysis/discussion must account for it. Still, a
study could be done within the context of a team that has minimal personnel turnover as well as a
consistent playstyle. More research could also be done to analyze the effect that different
tracking variables has on the resultant groups. Because this project was used to introduce a
technique, and comparison to accepted training groupings was used as the validation technique,
quantity of instances where the resulting clusters are compared to the traditional groupings will
enhance the validation of the technique as a commonplace tool used in athletics and industry.
Additionally, interviewing strength & conditioning coaches after and during implementation of
the technique can evaluate the usability as well as the validity of the technique in real world
application.
A more thorough and extensive research project could be done using single games to
analyze the differences based upon opponent played. This research used an aggregate while also
using criteria in order to obtain an understanding of general game demands versus similar
strength opponents. Undoubtedly there would be variation in the results based upon the opponent
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that was played. Observing the trends over time as well as the differences between types of
opponent would be valuable research moving forward.
When considering future research and the associations that have been made between the
competitive athlete and the industrial athlete, studying the use of this technique in the context of
the physical demands of manual laborers in the industrial setting should be considered. The
concept of the industrial athlete will continue to evolve as corporations and industrial engineers
continue to research the benefits of training manual laborers similarly to competitive athletes in
order to reduce individuals’ risk of injury on the job. The technique used in this study could be
used with manual laborers as well. K-means clustering will not be new to industry. As discussed
in section 1.3, the clustering technique has been used to analyze environmental and
psychological work effect before. However, using the technique to analyze physical demands of
manual laborers is novel based on the literature search.
1.5

Conclusion
The purpose of this research was to introduce a method that would be useful to strength

& conditioning professionals that have to group athletes based on those athletes’ roles. The
concern being that roles change. The game of football has changed, and position groups do not
always fit the same mold as laid out by Pincivero and Bompa in 1997 [1]. The technique’s use
does not have to be limited to football. There is precedent to believe that training manual
laborers, or “industrial athletes,” in a similar fashion to competitive athletes has benefits to large
organizations by mitigating injury risk exposure. K-means clustering is not a new technique.
Industry has used it to group employees before. However, using this method as means to group
athletes based on physical “game” demands for athletic training purposes is novel. With the
uptick of the use of wearable technology to objectively quantify biomechanical processes, the
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technique becomes usable as a means to inform grouping decisions of strength & conditioning
professionals that are required to train large groups of individuals. Thus, improving the training
of athletes, and better preparing their bodies to handle the demands placed upon them in their
games or jobs.
This technique can be brought to athletic training and be useful in any organization that is
dealing with the modern-day athlete, competitive or industrial. When comparing the results from
the individual season analyses to the traditional groupings that Pincivero and Bompa wrote on
[1] and are still commonly used today, there are enough similarities that the technique feels
validated, while there are enough differences that the technique still feels useful. Thus, making
the method a beneficial instrument to assist a strength & conditioning professional’s decisionmaking process, when it comes to grouping individuals in a large, role-based organization’s
training setting. Athletes can, consequently, receive better individualized training based on the
demands measured from their “game” performances, and smaller groups of strength &
conditioning professionals are enabled to handle large amounts of athletes while still
individualizing training to those athletes’ needs.
As wearable tech improves, the quantification of demands will become increasingly
precise, making the technique more useful. This study used measurements that were recorded
and provided by the strength & conditioning team. There are undoubtedly more markers that are
available depending upon what wearable tech is owned and used by the organization. Trying to
decide which markers best embody the demands that are trying to be quantified represents
another direction for future studies. While using an aggregate measurement of games with
similar competition level worked well for this study, further research can analyze the effect that
individual games have on game demands and how players are grouped. Moving forward
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specifically with validating this method as a tool for practitioners, this research could further
validate the technique by interviewing strength & conditioning professionals whilst using the
tool. This will provide added context from the practitioners themselves that this study was not
able to add. Additionally, the more organizations’ strength & conditioning teams that test the
technique and confirm its usefulness, the more validated the method becomes in this context.
Lastly, extending past the use of the technique with competitive athletes and applying the
technique in an industrial context, with manual laborers or industrial athletes, could provide
valuable insight for athletic trainers that are being used to mitigate the amount of on the job
injuries for employees.
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